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Inh・oduction 
Sahara desert is the world largest Aeolian soil (fine sediments of desert 
sands and dust) concentration. It supplies about 50% of the Aeolian 
materials to oceans through sandstorms. Many studies have carried out to 
identify sources of these Sahara sandstorms using field investigations and 
remote sensing data. TOMSσotal Ozone Mapping Spectrometer) satellite 
data clearly detected the origin of large-scale airborne aerosols in Sahara 
This figur巴showsa map produced by NASA using TOMS data to analyze 
aerosol activates (2004). This high aerosol activates are concentrated over 
the area丘omBodele depression to the direction of Lake Chad. Recent 
droughts and sand storms丘omBode ledepression reduced Lake Chad 
greatly to 5% of its original size within last few decades. 
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Bo(lele (le11ression 
Located in northern Chad, southeast to Tibesti Mountains (341 Sm) and 
Massif Ennedi highlands (1450), Bodele depression once formed a凶臼
named Lake Megachad some thousands of years ago. The lowest point in 
血earea is 160m. Figure shows combined MODIS mosaic of the region 
with elevation features. Trade winds coming from northwest are entering 
to the depression through the n訂rowpassage of highlands, increasing the 
wind speed. These winds are uplifting find sand in Bodele depression, 
m北mgthis location as the most active place for sandstorms. 
IVI0ui.to1ing with l¥'1C>DL5 data 
MODIS sensor data are providing an extensive amount of semi-real-time 
information for sandstorm observation. The approach of this study is to 
isolate sandstorm mass (area covered by the storm) by the conventional 
maximum likelihood classification method. The main advantage for this 
approach is the availability of sandstorm－丘eeimage data set to be used as 
ground truth information. 
Training sites a1ul Classification 
Training s巾 Swere selected through a visu世c'2-n.1E' ari~_op of 2 1ma耳目，
overlaying one over the other, 2005010. aqua目250m. Sandstorm image 
(least visibility from the space) and 2005024.terra.250m : Non-sandstorm 
image. Training site identification and classification conducted by 
knowledge based approach, using digital data印es.Study are a covers 
about 99,000 sq km (4400 x 3600 pixel). 
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"When the sandstorm is thick, nearly al signals of visible bands are 
returning丘omthe top of the sandstorm to the sensor, without penetrating 
to the land surface. Hence, the color and tone of the image紅ea under the 
sandstorm are depending on the amount of d1 in the sky and the叫巴~ 
of unde1掬 eathland cover (with the case of natural color images). 
Because of this, different training sites were selected丘omdifferent 
surface colors and finally combined using wind direction information and 
non-sandstorm image features. Following figure illustrates the basic 
method used for class merging (after conducting the classification by 
maximum likelihood classification) in sandstorm image. 
Based on above assumption, different subclasses in sandstorm-covered 
area were combined into three class es, in the final map as;, A). Sandstorm 
泊th0吋sibility.B) Sandstorm with poor visibili~ ¥compare to non-
storm image) and C). Sanclstorm with moderate吋sibility(compare to 
non-storm image). Following 2 images are showing sandstorm and after 
sandstorm image. 
In page 4, classified image is presented. Resulted maps gave a clear 
discrimination along the sandstorm thickness boundaries as well as 
different colors within the sandstorm. In future studies same method can 
be applied to map in Bodele depression sandstorms to compare with 2005 
January map (this study). 
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